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Organization is one of the best things about CAD. By splitting each 

element into layers or classes, you have complete control over your 

customization. The ability to alter and edit each component without 

having to create a whole new model is excellent. It saves a lot of 

time and resources. 

Obviously, sorting into separate classes and layers can take a long time and it 

isn’t always easy to select the exact component that you’re aiming to select. 

However, with the option to then choose which elements you see and which 

you hide or snap to can become one of the most useful things you can do. 

Snapping to objects or edges is just something that cant be done in a tidy 

fashion on a physical model. 







Cad offers the ease of use when inserting windows 

and doorways. Being able to select from a list of 

different styles is at first a very useful thing. 

Although, it can at times feel as if that list is a little 

limiting and making a custom doorway or window 

can prove to be a challenge. But for me, by far the 

most challenging aspect was a custom roof. With 

Vectorworks set up to produce pitch roofs, I couldn’t 

get it to fit with any of my geometries. Admittedly, I 

am only a novice and I’m sure there are many easy 

ways to resolve this for the slightl y more 

experienced, but, you cant help but feel as technical 

as this software is, one of the main advantages of 

using it is its ease of use. Eventually, by using a side 

view and extruding a 2D polygon I was able to 

create a roof form, albeit not perhaps seen as a true 

roof in Vectorworks. I think the skill of the person 

becomes a big thing at this moment, whereas with a 

model, you are fully in control of what to change and 

what goes together, Vectorworks creates a 

concoction of geometries and maths which 

sometimes don’t result in the same idea you had in 

your head. Then it becomes a case of where do you 

draw the line? Does Vectorworks limit your design? 

Or do you stare at the screen for many hours trying 

multiple approaches until one just ‘works’? 

If you get there though, creating sectional viewports 

or exporting this file to render  can achieve some 

phenomenal results. 







Importing into Artlantis gives you so 

many options in terms of renders and 

the possibility to insert lighting, clouds, 

objects and people to generate an 

almost realistic image. This is where 

CAD can be so useful. Trying to take a 

physical model and enhancing it by 

Photoshop to insert it into its site can 

be done quite well, but using a model 

thats been built in CAD looks much 

more convincing. 

Of course there is a level of haptic 

knowledge that will never be obtained 

if CAD was the sole design medium.

Perhaps the biggest flaw though is the fact that although CAD can visually represent certain conditions, things can theoretically just float. There 

are no forces or loads experienced in a simulation. Without these, designs produced through CAD must be checked carefully to ensure that in the 

non-virtual world, they are still possible. 



Artlantis allows users to toggle from 3D view to 2D view which again allows for ease of use when navigating around your design. This works well 

when moving objects around or creating interior plans and spaces which can later be captured through images. The fact that this can still be done 

through a single model is impressive. Physical models have the tendency to be too small to truly get a feel for the inside of the space whereas CAD 

models allow each area to be fully designed. 



Creating an image can take a long time to render however, the output can be great especially in comparison to physical models. Also, the ability 

to change renders and other variables and compare the resulting outputs side by side can be so useful in terms of influencing a design.







Perhaps one of the worst moments experienced when using CAD is 

the Not Responding error. Sometimes, CAD just tries to do too much 

and you can all too quickly lose all of your progress. Although 

certain programs have an autosave feature, which I find to be very 

useful. This in a way is like Vectorworks acknowledging that it 

crashes and a gentle reminder to save your work. I think the other 

thing to say is the fact that sometimes when creating shapes or 

forms, trying to work with them can bring up error windows such as 

“intersecting geometries” or ‘impossible to do this with these forms, 

Vectorworks will deselect these forms’ or just ‘illegal move’. While 

these error messages can provide light humor to begin with, it’s not 

long before they become very annoying. Further more, they are not in the least bit useful as they don’t actually tell you what the problem is. 

Trying to sort these can be time consuming and stressful, although there are always forums on the internet where you can discuss your problems 

and other people will help. 

Finally, I think CAD could become even more important within the not too distant future. With the increase in 3D printing, it probably wont be long 

before we can build structures and models and directly output them in 3D, alter things and then re-print another model. This precision and ability 

to keep working on the same model is a much welcomed advantage over physical modeling. 

All in all CAD has the capability to enhance a project, sometimes the results are a little too fake, but it is certainly possible if enough time is spent. 

Furthermore, it saves on the use of material costs which tend to be fed into multiple models to show separate things, but a steep initial cost of 

around £1800 combined with ensuring your computer can run the system becomes very expensive. All in all, I think there are many pros and cons 

of CAD in industry, though I don't think that a design process should ever be solely CAD or solely physical modeling; projects work best when these 

things come together. 


